
  Outcome C, Benchmark 1 Extended Response EXAMPLES & EDIT  

 

KEY: 
Topic Sentence (claim/thesis) & Concluding Sentence 

Transition + Reason (credibility trait)  

Supporting Detail/Evidence (specific example from text + explanation of how/why it impacts credibility) 
 

 

Chiraq Articles EXAMPLE: 
Although both articles argue about Spike Lee’s title for the film “Chiraq”, “The Problem with ‘Chiraq’” by 

Adrienne Samuels Gibbs is a more credible source than Steve Chapman’s “What’s wrong with the title ‘Chiraq’”. For 

example, Adrienne Samuels Gibbs has more credibility than Steve Chapman because Gibbs has a more powerful writing 

position with a well-known newspaper. In “The Problem with ‘Chiraq’”, Gibbs is introduced as “a senior correspondent 

for the Chicago Tribune Newspaper” as well as a “researcher for the Chicago Division of Urban Diversity League” 

(Gibbs). Knowing this, the reader can see that Gibbs is credible to speak about the title “Chiraq” as he is someone familiar 

with Chicago as well as diversity in urban communities; Steve Chapman is simply listed as a blogger from Chicago. In 

addition to this, Gibbs’s article is more recent. Gibbs’s article was published on “April 15, 2015” (Gibbs). This is more 

recent and therefore closer to the release date of Spike Lee’s film, allowing Gibbs to have gathered more information. 

Lastly, Gibbs uses testimony from other Chicagoans familiar with the term “Chiraq”, while Chapman only relies on his 

own perspective without citing any sources. Gibbs interviews King Louie and states that, “Louie and I talked extensively 

about how he came up with the word” (Gibbs). Gibbs is able to incorporate testimony from other Chicagoans in order to 

gain credibility while talking about the title of the movie. Overall, Adrienne Samuel Gibbs creates a more credible article 

because he establishes ethos as he works for a well-known newspaper, his article is more recent, and he is able to 

incorporate other Chicago sources to support his point.    

 

Demi Articles EXAMPLE: 

Zach Johnson’s article, “Jennette McCurdy Doesn’t Want to Be a ‘Role Model’, says ‘None of You 

Know How I Live my Life ‘ is a more credible source to cite in a research-based argument  than “Demi Lovato 

Calls Out ‘Vain and Narcissistic’ Celebrities who Won’t Embrace Being Role Models”. For example, the 

author, Zach Johnson, is affiliated with E! News, a popular and reputable news outlet that specializes in 

celebrity news and gossip. This association is clearly labeled in the article at the top of the article as “E!News” 

(Johnson). By being associated with and linked to E! News, Johnson gains credibility in the eyes of the reader, 

whereas “Demi Lavato Calls out ‘Vain and Narcisistic’…” does not list any clear affiliations. Furthermore, in 

addition to being linked with E! News, Johnson uses specific evidence in his article. Johnson cites McCurdy 

directly through her Reddit post (a source that could easily be checked by readers), when he states that “she 

ranted via Reddit Thursday, ‘I am not a role model. I don’t claim to be’” (Johnson).  He is using firsthand 

quotations as his evidence that he pulls from a popular platform for celebrities to post and chat with fans; the 

other article does not include any clearly cited quotations. Finally, Johnson’s article is more current than the 

other article. “Jeanette McCurdy Doesn’t want to Be a ‘Role Model’ says ‘None of You Know How I Live My 

Life’” was published on E!News on “Fri., Jul. 25., 2014” (Johnson). Since Johnson’s article has a clear date and 

was written within three years, it is more likely to include relevant and factual information regarding a celebrity. 

Overall, Johnson’s article on McCurdy is more credible due to Johnson’s affiliation with a reputable news 

outlet, inclusion of evidence based in McCurdy’s own words on a verifiable platform, and recent publication. 
 

EDIT: 
1) Count the sentences. Is the paragraph 8-12 sentences long?  
2) Circle the transition words/phrases. Does the paragraph include at least 3?  
3) Read the first sentence. Does it include both author names, both article titles, and a claim stating which article is 

more valid/credible? 
4) Does the paragraph include 3 reasons why the selected article is more valid/credible? Star each one. 
5) Does each reason correspond with a specific example from the text AND explanation of how/why it impacts 

credibility? 
6) Read the last sentence. Does it conclude the paragraph by restating the claim in DIFFERENT WORDS? 
7) Read the entire paragraph. Does it make sense? Is it accurate? 


